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“Cut! Could we run through that again, boys. It’s the question all our viewers want to ask 

so maybe you could be a little more detailed in your answer……” 

It was the inevitable “how do you go to the loo” question and we were coming to the end 

of our second day of inquisition in Shoreham whilst waiting for the wind to ease. We had 

met our friendly and totally irrepressible cameraman and interviewer, John Turley (of 

Boatyard TV.com) by sneakily tying up on our first morning at his unkempt looking 

private jetty thinking that one more strange looking craft would go unnoticed. However 

our every moved was being monitored by the huge array of security cameras that John 

was proud to point out to us. Immediately sensing a story (from the look of Taronga, not 

us; we only had a day’s growth and were still smelling relatively fresh) he had grabbed 

his equipment and begun to probe into the intimate life of Wayfarer cruising. Tony, being 

used to talking to his Jumbo passengers over the cabin address was a natural. I found it 

rather unnerving in front of the lens, but 48 hours on, at 4.00am, as we finally set sail to 

leave, I was growing into the role. We were, however, champing at the bit to ‘escape’ and 

carry on with our real mission and with the winds abating in the Channel, reaching 

Newton Ferrers was beginning to look feasible within the allotted week. 

It was already Tuesday as we reflected on our planned launch late on the previous Friday 

but it was not until 24hrs later that a temporary lull in the SW’s let us slip out of 

Newhaven and begin the final leg westwards. Brighton Marina had come all too quickly 



as we pushed on into the evening. I had never seen Brighton from the sea before but it 

felt like a ‘déjà vu’. It dawned on me as its pier passed quickly astern that I had been 

remembering the skyline views, from high on some Spanish rock face, of Benidorm and 

Calpe. My parents had honeymooned 50 years ago at the former when it was little more 

than an olive grove. I don’t suppose that Brighton’s rise had been quite so meteoric! 

Perhaps it is just my eye that fails to register any beauty in block after block of high rise 

but the setting sun, now in our eyes, was something to marvel at and had it not been for a 

band of low cloud on the horizon we might well have witnessed the elusive ‘Green 

Flash’. It was decision time again for us…should we push on and make up for lost time 

or put in to Shoreham?    Littlehampton was very tempting, but after our scare of last year 

off Beachy Head, and deciding to use pure common sense this time, we realised we 

would be pushing our luck by arriving off the entrance at around 0100 hrs, bang on low 

water, with little moon and a considerable swell running onto a lee shore! Despite Tony 

knowing this section of coast quite well it was stupid to have omitted bringing detailed 

pilotage notes; we didn’t even know if the entrance dried! So Shoreham it was and that 

entrance was exciting enough at times. One of the great things about dinghy cruising is 

that one can be much more opportunistic regarding harbour and river entrances than in a 

larger boat; an attribute that we have often utilised, with only the sea state being the 

critical factor. 

 

And so we came to meet our cameraman, walk the shingle beach, marvel at the incredible 

array of houseboats and generally explore miles of Shoreham pavements while the wind 

stayed at around 30kts from the SW. At work we are slowly rebuilding an 1895 yawl, 



called Valerie that was built here by Stow and Son Boat Builders. It would have been 

great to have found the yard still in existence but apart from a smallish commercial 

harbour and various odd marinas there was sadly no evidence of any traditional 

boatbuilding.  

 

56 hours on and we were beating back out of the entrance as the sun rose into a good 

looking sky. Fair play to John, not only had he been up at 4am to film us ‘waking up’, he 

was now out on the breakwater, in shorts and tee-shirt, getting some footage of our 

departure. I guess all too soon for him, Taronga was a very small triangle of white lost in 

the grey sea. 

Approaching Selsey Bill. The inshore passage 

 



It was looking like a long long beat to the Solent but finally luck was on our side with 

just enough S in the wind to hold the shore with only a few short tacks out to sea. 

Taronga and her crew were once again in their element. The sea had calmed quickly and 

the previous evening’s plan of using either the Looe passage or passing outside the Owers 

to round Selsey Bill was forgotten in favour of cutting in close to the shingle beached 

headland, confident that any rough water by way of the various shallows would be 

minimal. And so it was; the Solent was now in sight. For Tony it was rather like coming 

home, having had a succession of boats on the Hamble for 30 odd years, and for me it 

was a trip down memory lane, back to weekend family sailing on Dad’s 26’ Warsash One 

Design. It was with one reef in as we approached Ryde Fort that we began to notice that 

all the yachts (and there were not many) coming the other way were heavily reefed, some 

down to storm jib and tiny main .A bit timid, we thought…. Minutes later as we touched 

bottom short cutting Ryde Sands the brave little Wayfarer was also similarly reefed!  



Entering a very windy Solent 

 

We  ‘played’ the stronger gusts with the spray lashing across us in the typical short steep 

seas of The Solent laboriously tacking past Cowes as Bramble Bank weather station was 

recording gusts in excess of 30 kts . We had set ourselves the goal of Newtown Creek but 

with the tide turning it was all we could do to hold our ground. Bearing away we 

screamed back towards the Medina and in the process had a nasty incident with the high 

sided Red Funnel Cowes ferry. As she passed close to windward of us we prepared for 

the sudden total loss of wind but what we failed to foresee was the powerful back eddy 

that hit Taronga as soon as we were in the lee of the ship. Desperately trying to balance 

the dinghy the jib sheet jammed and Taronga spun into a wild gybe and a full 360. 



Somehow we stayed upright but it was a close thing. Were the ferry passengers all 

waving to us? Probably; amused by our little show, unaware that they had caused it. 

Safely tied up at the ISC pontoon we re-positioned the Highfield lever which had slipped 

down the mast earlier in the day and then went for a good stretch of the legs culminating 

in a very welcome evening meal aboard the yacht of one of Tony’s mates, Graham, who 

together with his partner Jane, had come across from the Hamble to meet us. 

A beautiful wet and windy sail out of Cowes 

 

 Towards 1900 the wind began to ease and for some photo opportunities both boats 

headed out west with the new ebb. The sky had cleared again as whatever it was that had 

hit us passed through and it was a great 3 hour beat into the sunset and then darkness 

before picking up an empty mooring in the elusive (by night, amongst the grassy banks 



and low lying islands) entrance to Hawkers Lake by Keyhaven. With about 65nm under 

our belts, the tent up and the stove hissing, we both felt contented to have finally made a 

good push westwards. Things were looking up but the wind was still in the WSW. No 

free ride for Taronga this year! 

Taronga beating up the western Solent 

 

All too soon we were on the move again, beating out past Hurst Castle towards the 

Needles as Tony told tales of daring do ‘threading’ these beautiful chalk stacks in his 

boat. “Wow, in your 32 footer, Tony?” “ No, in my Avon dinghy, the gaps are strewn 

with submerged rock” but the tide is high so “Let’s try it in Taronga then” was the only 

possible reply! 



 Loosing the wind close under the rocks together with a small swell surge had us 

resorting to the paddles whilst consecutively trying to take close-up photos, but two 

‘threadings’ later we were all smiles and heading offshore again. 

David and the Needles 

 



Tony threading the Needles again 

 

We passed close to Anvil point and then tacked SSE getting a great kick from the strong 

southerly push of the tide past this headland. It was a good move and enabled us to clear 

the worst of the foul tide that soon set off St. Albans Head. A much larger yacht that had 

been shadowing us opted to stay close inshore, thereby pushing a strong back eddy and it 

was with slightly smug faces that we eventually saw it fail to pass this second headland! 

Off Lulworth firing range a patrol vessel intercepted us and ordered us to stay within 1nm 

of the shore. The other option was to keep more than 5 nm off,  but ”obviously in a craft 

of your size, sir, that would not be sensible” If only they knew! 

As Tony dozed mid afternoon in the sunny soporific warmth I arranged an ‘armchair’ 

type affair on the aft quarter from which to helm. With the tiller on the bungee I too was 



quickly in the land of the nod, albeit only for short periods. I knew I was sleeping 

because I was also dreaming vividly! At the first awakening I clipped on and hooked a 

bight of rope around my ankle before nodding off again. With the wind now backed a 

touch more south and blowing a perfect 3 Taronga was well balanced and I was 

thoroughly enjoying this sublime state of semi-consciousness!  

The derelict fortifications around Portland Harbour  

 

By 1900 we were on a swinging mooring just off the new Olympic complex in Portland 

Harbour enjoying a gentle evening marvelling at the extraordinary sight of hydrofoil 

dinghies silently ‘flying’ back and forth. 



Preparing the next days grub in Portland harbour 

 



Exiting the “blocked” south entrance to Portland Ha rbour 

 
 



Portland Harbour’s southern entrance 

 



Leaving Portland Bill astern ready for the 16hr bea t across Lyme Bay. 

 

More westerly’s in the forecast had us rather dreading the long beat across Lyme Bay, but 

such thoughts were soon dispelled as we sailed out into a fine wind under a 

‘Mediterranean’ sky. We cut a few miles off the day initially by creeping out past the 

warships (wondering if HMP Weare, Britain’s first and only prison ship was still 

there….not so, for it closed in 2006) and by lowering the mast we crept under the steel 

cable to escape through the ‘blocked’ southern entrance, timing our exit to hit Portland 

Bill close to slack. Tony had me worried for a while by insisting on putting in an early 

reef before the notorious headland. In the entire voyage around Britain this was the only 

time he had ever got in before me with such a suggestion.  



Luckily his sixth sense was playing up that morning and passing close inshore alongside 

the old stone workings, rusting derricks and natural landing stages for the barges that not 

so long ago would have been loading their precious cargo here, we joined the new ebb for 

a relatively smooth ride westwards. Trying to optimise the tidal flow with the hinted at 

veering of the wind into the NW we beat along Chesil beach and continued so on the 

same tack for a full 8 hours, with the wind backing perfectly to match the great curve of 

the coastline. Finally with the coast closing and our necks needing to twist in the other 

direction we tacked off Lyme Regis, exactly in time with the forecast veer, which to our 

delight brought us directly to Dartmouth another 8 hours later. Earlier off Lyme Regis, 

we had been intercepted again by a motor boat, only this time it was Graham, last seen 

two days previously on his yacht in the Solent, delivering a powerboat from Exemouth to 

the Hamble. It made a bit of a mockery of our journey to think that he would be ‘home’ 

in only a matter of hours! 



 

We passed the Mew Stone at dusk and nearly made it through the steep sided fortressed 

entrance into the Dart but the strengthening ebb and the high land stealing our wind 

forced us to motor in the last 15 minutes to pick up another ‘free’ mooring for the night. 

‘Free’ in both senses, but only because the normally sharp eyed Harbour Master failed to 

spot us. The avoidance of harbour dues had become something of a game for us with so 

far only a few pounds shelled out in Pwllheli, £7 in Northern Ireland, £10 in Stromness 

and £18 in Bridlington! How many hundreds would a full size yacht have spent by now? 

Dartmouth 

 



Finally the wind was beginning to shift in our favour and once around a windy and lumpy 

Start Point (this should really have been our finishing point!) we could make Salcombe 

entrance on one tack.  

Final beat towards Salcombe 

 



 

In no particular hurry to end our voyage, now only a matter of a few hours to the west we 

gave ourselves some time to play and by the evening, dried out on South Sands at the 

south western end of this beautiful estuary, we had sailed up to and back from both 

Kingsbridge and Frogmore. We also landed at the town dinghy pontoon to stretch our 

legs for a while but were immediately pounced on by the Harbour Master. “Tenders only, 

please. You will need to pick up a visitor mooring and come ashore in a dinghy” was our 

welcome. “But Taronga is our dinghy and yacht combined. Surely we can tie up here for 

a short while. What else can we do?” I replied eyeing up the large notice board detailing 

the £100 fine and compounding of all illegally moored boats, and then, thinking he might 

take pity on us, I added …..” I mean, we have just sailed around Britain in her…” He 

looked up and down at the three of us, sneering visibly, before very sarcastically saying 

“Yeah, right” and finally with some reluctance giving us 30 minutes breathing space. We 

got the last laugh paying no harbour dues again as he had no inkling that we would be 

spending the night aboard such an inappropriate craft in his waters! 

 

I felt both sad and excited to wake up on the final morning. We were close to our 

destination that had been our goal and obsession for so many days and miles, and yet it 

was a journey that neither Tony nor I wanted to end. It was to be the ending of something 

that had turned out to be SO special. The comradeship and strong bond that develops 

from such a large and shared experience, the total affinity with we both felt with such an 

amazing boat, the thousands of miles of superb and fascinating coastline (when it was in 

sight; even the East coast which I apologise for much maligning but which we are both 



pleased to have sailed), the sunrises after nights spent sailing under the stars, the wildlife 

and the characters encountered along the way, the moments of shear exhilaration and also 

of fear…..the list goes on and on and it all adds up to 7 very very special weeks on the 

sea. Seven weeks of fun and adventure with barely a contrary moment to remember. 

Rock dodging out of Salcombe Estuary 

 

With that continuing sense of fun we threaded our way around as many rocks as we could 

find along the western side of the estuary, before bearing away into the final leg. The end 

was only a handful of miles away now. Bolt Head, a spinnaker reach in towards Burgh 

Island, a quick nose up into the shallows of the Erme and finally a glorious beat up the 

tight confines of the RiverYealm to our family reception committee on the public 

pontoon at Newton Ferrers and it was all over.  



Reaching in to Burgh Island 

 

Why this should have been our ‘Start’ Point we can’t explain, but to finish here in this 

lovely, intimate part of Devon was a wonderful way to close a true circumnavigation of 

mainland Britain. A mission accomplished! 



Taronga is spotted on last run into the Yealm 

 

A few facts:  

Total distance sailed:    2150 nautical miles over 42 days (shared equally over 7 

consecutive years) with motoring accounting for approximately 5% of this. This averages 

at just over 50nm per day. 

Total distance driven, including train journeys, to achieve the above:  8000 miles 



Full Circle! Taronga back in Newton Ferrers 

 



Family Reception in Newton Ferrers 

 

We took nothing but pictures, left nothing but a vanishing wake….but oh dear, in these 

times we cannot ignore our Carbon footprint. And that is a pretty big one! The solution of 

course for the next time / next boat and crew is to do it in one season. Something that we 

both would have loved to have been able to do, but HOW our bums would have suffered! 



Taronga’s route 

 
 


